THINK DIFFERENTLY ABOUT YOUR EDUCATION SPACE

Students have different needs and learning styles as they grow and develop. HON has the right products for every space, every student and every type of learning to create engaging spaces for students, staff, and faculty to do and be their best.
EXPANDING THE POTENTIAL FOR LEARNING

Keeping pace with technological advancements and changes in generational preferences means that education practices and facilities can't remain stagnant. With a well-rounded portfolio of products designed to support the shift in how students today learn and connect with others, HON delivers spaces that help students, faculty and administrators achieve their full potential.

HOLISTIC OFFERING

HON offers a product portfolio that provides solutions from the classroom to the front office areas and all evolving spaces in between.

KNOWLEDGEABLE PARTNERS

HON has a dedicated and knowledgeable team to deliver quality product and service.

RELIABLE FULFILLMENT

HON has year-round manufacturing facilities and fulfillment solutions to get your furniture on time.
As technology, learning, and teaching styles continue to evolve, every K-8 setting needs to become an adaptable learning space capable of encouraging students to come together to share knowledge, challenge their creativity, and solve problems.
The Case for Space
94% of surveyed educators believe space impacts learning.

CLASSROOMS

Young learners thrive within adaptive environments—those that support a variety of teaching styles and classroom layouts. Furniture that can be arranged and rearranged for small groups projects and collaborative instruction keep active minds and bodies engaged and on task.
On the Move
95% of surveyed educators believe students are more engaged and motivated when the learning environment allows for movement.


Head of the Class:

Build™ Snap Table
SmartLink® Value Teacher Desk
SmartLink® Student Chair
SmartLink® Student Desk
Applied learning happens through exploring, building, deconstructing, and tinkering. Supporting hands-on activities requires a different set of tools, such as adaptable storage, tables, and mobile whiteboards, that help ignite students’ creative thinking.

**MAKERSPACE**

Teachers see students’ problem-solving skills and personal growth development within open curriculum makerspaces.

Head of the Class:

SmartLink® Student Chair
Build™ Dart Table
Brigade® Steel Bookcase
Perch™ Stool
MULTIMEDIA CENTERS

Libraries have evolved from quiet spaces designed to encourage reading and support research to more immersive, interactive learning spaces that foster individual and small group learning.
Straight to Video
79% of teachers believe that digital learning content makes learning more interesting for students.

High school facilities, now more than ever before, need diverse learning environments designed to support increased technology integration and collaboration among students in order to better prepare them for college and the world of work.
Ready for Change
Among public schools that exist today, 28% were built before 1950 and 45% were built between 1950 and 1969.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), State of Our Schools, 2016
Classrooms today are more hands-on and collaborative, favoring group interactions that better stimulate learning over more passive participation. Comfortable and adaptable learning environments that allow both focus and engagement keep students more alert and involved.
Action Speaks Louder
51% of GenZ students say they learn best by doing.
MAKERSPACE

Makerspaces in learning environments are essential for activating critical thinking and developing the real-world skills needed for the next generation of workers. Allowing students the opportunity to experiment with creative solutions fosters a curious mindset and builds resilience from failure.

A Pass on Passive Instruction

Students in STEM classes with traditional lecturing were 1.5 times more likely to fail than students in STEM classes with active learning.

Head of the Class:

- Perch™ Stool
- SmartLink® Storage Cabinet
- Motivate® Mobile Markerboard
- Build™ Half-Round Table
MULTIMEDIA CENTERS

Learning spaces that work harder and smarter have replaced single-purpose rooms like libraries. No longer simply a repository for books, libraries have been reinvented into multimedia centers that serve as media-rich, self-directed learning areas for both individuals and small groups.
Tech Support

96% of teachers believe technology will have a positive role to play in education in the future.

Source: THE Journal, Teaching with Technology survey, 2018
K-12 SHARED SPACES

Supporting a culture of learning means understanding that learning happens anywhere and everywhere. Shared public spaces within a school can support informal and self-directed learning as well as foster socialization.
SOCIAL CAFÉ

Gather around, share ideas, and get to work. The social café setting has become the norm following the coffee shop mentality of working while having access to technology and nourishment. These spaces offer a more casual environment to work, socialize, and grab a snack.
Better Together
80% of GenZ students study with friends and 67% say studying together makes learning more fun.

Source: Barnes & Noble College, Getting to Know Gen Z, 2017
IN-BETWEEN SPACES

Create efficiency and productivity in schools by making a short-term, in-between space. In-between spaces are used frequently by students to collaborate or work individually on projects or socialize with other students. These areas are about comfort, openness and technology access to create more inviting and engaging spaces.

Chat Room

60% of GenZ students like to exchange new ideas with friends.

Source: Barnes & Noble College, Getting to Know Gen Z, 2017
Head of the Class:

- Flock® Wide Lounge Chair
- Flock® Stool
- Flock® Standing Height Table
- Flock® Collaborative Table
ADMINISTRATION

Front office areas and administrative spaces function as the nerve center for a school and set the tone for the community about the school’s brand and culture. Not only do these spaces need to be designed to maximize productivity and encourage collaboration among staff, but they also need to be comfortable and inviting to engage students, parents, and personnel.
Great Expectations
Fall of 2019 is expected to be the highest enrollment ever reported for public schools, projected at 50.8 M Students.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 2019
POWER OF PLACE

Giving students the tools they need to succeed academically is more than just providing pens, paper, and access to technology. Our collection of seating, tables, desks, and storage are designed to create smarter spaces that enhance learning, inspire creativity, and foster connection among the next generation of students.

TASK, GUEST, MULTIPURPOSE CHAIRS

IGNITION 2.0 UPHOLSTERED CHAIR
IGNITION 2.0 REACTIV BACK CHAIR
SOLVE REACTIV BACK CHAIR
MOTIVATE TASK CHAIR
SMARTLINK TASK CHAIR
MOTIVATE UPHOLSTERED NESTING CHAIR
MOTIVATE NESTING/STACKER
IGNITION MULTI-PURPOSE CHAIR
MOTIVATE STACKER
MOTIVATE UPHOLSTERED STACKER
SMARTLINK CHAIR 6’H
SMARTLINK CHAIR 12’H, 14’H, 16’H, 18’H
SMARTLINK CANTILEVER CHAIR 14’H, 16’H, 18’H
FLOCK CASUAL GUEST CHAIR

STOOLS & MULTIPURPOSE CHAIRS

SMARTLINK TASK SWIVEL STOOL
MOTIVATE TASK STOOL
MOTIVATE COUNTER HEIGHT STOOL
MOTIVATE CAFE HEIGHT STOOL
ACCOMMODATE COUNTER HEIGHT STOOL
ACCOMMODATE CAFE HEIGHT STOOL
SOLVE UPHOLSTERED REACTIV STOOL
IGNITION CAFE HEIGHT STOOL
IGNITION STOOL
FLOCK 4-LEG STOOL
PERCH STOOL
COLLABORATIVE & PUBLIC SEATING

GROVE 1-SEAT LOUNGE CHAIR
GROVE 2-SEAT LOUNGE CHAIR
GROVE 2-SEAT W/ TABLE LOUNGE CHAIR
GROVE 3-SEAT LOUNGE CHAIR

FLOCK ROUND LOUNGE CHAIR
FLOCK SQUARE LOUNGE CHAIR
FLOCK MODULAR END
FLOCK MODULAR CHAIR
FLOCK OTTOMAN
FLOCK WIDE LOUNGE CHAIR
FLOCK SQUARE LOUNGE CHAIR

FLOCK MINI CUBE
FLOCK MINI CUBE W/ CASTERS
FLOCK MINI CYLINDER
FLOCK MINI CYLINDER W/ CASTERS
FLOCK MINI CYLINDER W/ ACTIVE BASE
SKIP COLLABORATIVE CHAIR

STUDENT & TEACHER DESKS

SMARTLINK DESK ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 23”H - 33”H
SMARTLINK FIXED HEIGHT
SMARTLINK DESK RECTANGLE 23”H - 33”H
SMARTLINK DESK WITH BOOK BOX
SMARTLINK VALUE TEACHER DESK SINGLE PEDESTAL
SMARTLINK VALUE TEACHER DESK DOUBLE PEDESTAL

MENTOR DOUBLE PEDESTAL DESK
STORAGE

SMARTLINK STORAGE CABINET CREDENZA HEIGHT
SMARTLINK STORAGE CABINET FULL HEIGHT
SMARTLINK STORAGE CABINET MARKER BOARD
FLAGSHIP BOOKCASES
BRIGADE STEEL BOOKCASES
310 SERIES VERTICAL FILES

FLAGSHIP LATERAL FILES
BRIGADE 700 SERIES LATERAL FILES
BRIGADE STORAGE CABINETS
FLAGSHIP MODULAR STORAGE
CONTAIN TOWERS
CONTAIN CREDENZAS

CONTAIN PEDESTALS
CONTAIN LOCKER
VOI SMALL CREDENZA
FUSE PEDESTAL WITH ALCOVE
FUSE MOBILE PEDESTAL

ACCESSORIES

MOTIVATE MOBILE MARKERBOARD
SMARTLINK WHITEBOARD
MONITOR ARMS DUAL
MOTIVATE CHAIR CART HOLDS UP TO 40 STACKED CHAIRS
MOTIVATE PRESENTATION CART
Bring your school to life with our vast choices of fabrics, laminates, and paints. HON’s expansive collection of durable finishes and fabrics can achieve your design vision while withstanding the rigors of daily use.